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BIG BUM JUMBLE 

 
 
 
 
 
 

ABOUT THE BIG BUM JUMBLE 
 

The Big Bum Jumble is landmark fatshion event selling low-cost second-
hand and vintage clothes in sizes XL+. It will take place on 14 August 
2010 in London's East End, and will comprise a traditional jumble sale,   
a catwalk show, live DJs and other activities, as well as the chance to 
participate in a film of the event.  
 

Fashion can be creative and playful, it can help you feel really good  
about yourself. This should be available to everyone regardless of size   
or background. The situation is improving but, unless you can afford the 
high-end stuff, plus-sized fashion is often limited to poor quality, over-
priced and ethically-dubious products sold by companies who see fat 
people as self-hating, desperate consumers. We deserve better. 
 

Although The Big Bum Jumble is a sale, it's also anti-consumerist, all 
about reusing and recycling, and has a DIY-culture ethic of making    
something out of the resources available. The Big Bum Jumble is a fund-
raiser for further fat activist community events in the UK, including the 
proposed 2012 Fattylympics. 
 

DONATE YOUR CLOTHES 
 

The Big Bum Jumble is looking for clean, useable, plus-sized garments - 
women’s clothes 18+, men’s clothes XL+. You can bring donations on  
the day, or donate in advance - contact the organisers at:  
bigbumjumble@gmail.combigbumjumble@gmail.combigbumjumble@gmail.combigbumjumble@gmail.com    to arrange a pick-up.  

 

FOR MORE DETAILS AND UPDATES: 

www.bigbumjumble.blogspot.comwww.bigbumjumble.blogspot.comwww.bigbumjumble.blogspot.comwww.bigbumjumble.blogspot.com    
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